
Data Controller 
The data controller of Your personal data processed is: 

● Magdalena Buczak running a sole proprietorship under the name Kanaba Fest Magdalena Buczak, ul. 
Ożarowska 77/17, 01-444 Warsaw, NIP: 5222828788, REGON: 368423362, Email 
info@kanabafest.com, phone number (+48512393336); 

● Jakub Marcin Gajewski San Luzie 3, Olaberia, 20212, Pais Vasco ESY 8643428L, Email 
info@kanabafest.com) phone number (+48535085333) 

● Olga Antkiewicz running a sole proprietorship under the name BOLDWAY Olga Antkiewicz, ul. 
Górnośląska 4a/55, 00-444 Warsaw, NIP: 9261658683, Email info@kanabafest.com) phone number 
(+48791931554) 

As a data controller, we would like to inform you how we process Your personal data, as well as inform You how 
we protect Your privacy. 

Why are we processing Your personal data? 

Your personal data will be processed on the basis of Regulagon (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protecgon of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data 
and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Direcgve 95/46 / EC (General Data Protecgon 
Regulagon / GDPR) for the following purposes: 

1. Organizing events and enabling bookings via the account (Argcle 6(1) (b) of the GDPR). Personal data 
will be processed ungl the claims expire, counted from the moment the service is provided. Providing 
data is necessary in order to provide the service. 

2. Consideragon of pargcipagon in Kanaba Fest, which is our legally jusgfied interest (Argcle 6(1) (f) of 
the GDPR). Personal data will be processed ungl the claims expire. Providing data in this regard is 
voluntary, however, necessary to consider pargcipagon 

3. Ensuring the smooth running of the event through cooperagon with co-organizers, which is our 
legigmate interest (Argcle 6(1) (f) of the GDPR). Personal data will be processed ungl the end of the 
event. 

4. Fulfillment of our legal obligagons, in pargcular tax and fiscal obligagons (Argcle 6 (1) (c) of the 
GDPR). Personal data will be processed ungl the legal obligagons are fulfilled or expire. 

5. Promogon of the controller image and services through markegng acgviges, which is our legigmate 
interest (Argcle 6(1) (f) of the GDPR). Personal data will be processed ungl an objecgon is expressed. 

6. Protecgon and enforcement of our claims, which is our legigmate interest (Argcle 6 (1) (f) of the 
GDPR). Personal data will be processed ungl expiragon of claims. 

7. Maintaining contact and providing answers to quesgons asked by e-mail or by phone, which is our 
legigmate interest (Argcle 6 (1) (f) of the GDPR). Personal data will be processed ungl the claims 
expire. Providing data is voluntary, however, it is necessary to answer the quesgons asked and to 
maintain contact. 

If You are our contractor addigonally, Your personal data may be processed for the following purposes: 

1. Performance of contract and protecgon of our claims (Argcle 6 (1) (b) and (f) of the GDPR). Personal 
data will be processed ungl the end of the contract or the expiry of the claims. Providing data is 
voluntary, but necessary to conclude a contract. 

2. Verifying Your idengty in public registers and contacgng us in mamers relagng to the performance of 
the Agreement as our legigmate interests (Argcle 6 (1) (b) and (f) of the GDPR). 



.  

Who do we share Your data with? 

1. Your personal data may be transferred to engges on the basis of concluded data entrustment 
agreements, in pargcular to IT / hosgng service providers, payments  service providers as well as 
persons authorized by us, i.e. employees and associates. 

2. External data controllers, e.g. legal advisers and amorneys, postal operators, co-organizers payment 
service providers.. 

What are Your rights? 

1. The right to access personal data processed by us (Argcle 15 of the Regulagon), 
2. The right to recgfy personal data, including correcgng it (Argcle 16 of the Regulagon), 
3. The right to request the delegon of personal data in cases specified by  law (Argcle 17 of the GDPR), 
4. The right to request the restricgon of the processing of personal data (Argcle 18 of the GDPR), 
5. The right to receive personal data from the data controller in a structured format and to transfer 

personal data to another data controller(Argcle 20 of the GDPR) 
6. The right to withdraw consent to the processing of personal data. Withdrawal of consent will not 

affect the lawfulness of the processing which was carried out on the basis of consent before its 
withdrawal. 

7. The right to object to the processing of their personal data in the event of their processing in order to 
implement the legigmate interest of the data controller(Argcle 21 of the GDPR) 

8. If You believe that the processing of personal data violates the provisions of the GDPR, You have the 
right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory body, i.e. the President of the Office for Personal Data 
Protecgon


